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How does a student get a placement?

Students can express where they would like to go by:-

 Discussing this during their Annual Review

 Talking to their Form Tutor or Work Experience co-
ordinator.

 Looking through the database provided by Northbrook 
College which gives details of all the placements 
available.



Once a placement has been found

 The class team will email or call the respective company to arrange for the 

student to participate in some work experience. They will be given some 

dates and times that are suitable.

 The work experience co-ordinator will arrange with Northbrook College for all 

necessary Health and Safety checks to be carried out; this can take up to 2 

weeks.

 The relevant paperwork, Work Experience Agreement and Health and Safety 

forms are drawn up and sent to parents/carers to be signed and returned to 

the College.



Once the forms have been returned

 A preliminary visit will be arranged with the company for the student to visit and 

ask any questions they have.  The students complete a work experience health 

and safety check list for their information.

 A meeting with the work-experience co-ordinator will be arranged to discuss any 

issues arising from the visit, questions they may have, confirming times, dates and 

completion of their diary.



Travel Training

 If a student is working locally we will arrange for some relevant travel 

training to be carried out.  This can be during their Independence Skills 

lessons or another convenient time for them.

 They will learn how to use the Green Cross Code safely, look at different 

routes to take by walking or using a timetable to catch a bus or a train if 

they are independent to build on their confidence.



Once the student has started their 

placement

 The work experience co-ordinator will telephone the placement to make 

sure they have arrived on time and answer any queries that come up.

 During the week, the work-experience co-ordinator will arrange to visit the 

student to see how they are getting on, ensuring they are completing 

their diaries, take photos and speak to the manager to ensure everything 

is running smoothly.
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work experience



Comments from Employers



Evaluation and Thank you letter

 Once the work experience has been completed the student will 

complete an evaluation form as to how they found their experience, 

what they liked and disliked.

 They will also write a thank you letter to the employer to say thank you for 

the experience.
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